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Abstract—This paper presents a detailed numerical study of
specific absorption rate (SAR) and temperature increase calculations within pregnant female models exposed to magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). Nine pregnant female models, representing different pregnant stages, were used for this study.
SAR and temperature increase within and around fetuses at
different pregnancy stages were calculated for two MRI operating
modes (normal mode and first-level controlled mode) at 64 and
128 MHz. Local fetus energy deposition exceeds the International
Electrotechnical Commission limit of 10 W/kg in the first-level
controlled mode at 64 MHz. Fetus temperature exceeds or approaches 38 C for both frequencies in the first-level controlled
mode at later stages of pregnancy. The core temperature limits
for both modes and both frequencies are not exceeded. The results
show higher maximum SAR and higher temperature at 64 MHz
and during later pregnancy stages with a significant increase
starting with the fifth month of pregnancy. Based on the results
of this study, radiologists can minimize local fetus heating, especially late in pregnancy, by using normal mode sequences, which
minimize the whole body SAR in the mother.
Index Terms—Electromagnetic heating, finite-difference
method, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), pregnant woman,
safety standards.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

AGNETIC resonance imaging (MRI) exams are widely
used in the medical field to obtain topographic images
of patients’ internal structures. This procedure can produce images with millimeter resolution. Physicians use these images to
diagnose defects in ligaments, muscles, brain tissue, and other
soft tissues. During the imaging, patients are subjected to several kinds of electromagnetic fields produced by MRI coils [1].
While these electromagnetic fields are required for the purpose
of imaging, they also deposit electromagnetic energy within
patients. Due to such energy deposition, temperature increase
within patients is inevitable [2], [3].
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To ensure patient safety, the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) has developed a standard to limit the maximum energy deposition within human subjects undergoing an
MRI [4]. This standard sets the limits for the specific absorption rate (SAR) for whole-body SAR, partial-body SAR, and
local SAR and limits for the increase of the body core temperature and the localized temperature. Since MRI procedures can
be operated at two different modes (normal mode and first-level
controlled mode), limits for both modes are specified in [4]. The
normal mode is suitable for all individuals, while the first-level
controlled mode is more suitable for patients who can tolerate
a higher dosage of energy deposition. For example, the maximum 10-g SAR and the core temperature increase are limited
to 10 W/kg and 0.5 C during normal mode operation, whereas
the limits are 10 W/kg and 1 C for first-level controlled mode
operation. These limits were developed and tested using many
adult male and female models and have been used to guide practical MRI exams [5]–[9].
While these limits are proven to be accurate for males
and females, their application to pregnant women or fetuses
needs to be further investigated since the fetus is surrounded
by high-conductive liquid [10]. Due to the high-conductive
fluid, high doses of electromagnetic energy deposition may be
expected, which could then lead to a high temperature increase
around the fetus. To address these concerns, some research on
fetus MRI safety have been conducted, but only on animals.
However, these investigations are not very conclusive. The
results can vary significantly depending on factors such as
animal species, strength of the magnetic field, and duration of
the scan. Some studies indicated a considerable rate of infant
mortality or abnormalities in animal fetuses [11], [12], while
others established that there were no harmful effects of MRI
on animal fetuses [13]–[15]. To evaluate the energy deposition
within pregnant women undergoing an MRI, pregnant female
models were recently developed and numerical evaluations
were performed [16], [17]. However, only preliminary investigations on energy deposition around fetuses were performed,
and no temperature increase near fetuses was calculated.
The purpose of this study is to perform a comprehensive numerical evaluation of the energy deposition and the temperature increase within pregnant female models exposed to MRI
electromagnetic radiation generated by RF birdcage coils at 64
and 128 MHz. The simulations were carried out using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. Nine models, one
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for each month of pregnancy, were used in the study to determine if a certain stage of pregnancy was more susceptible to absorbing more electromagnetic radiation. A computer model of
a physical birdcage coil, rather than pre-extracted current distributions, was used in this study [6], [7], [16]–[20]. This enables
us to obtain a more realistic study on the interactions between
the coils and the pregnant female models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the methodologies and the models
(including both the birdcage coil model and the nine pregnant
female models) used in the study. Section III presents the
results from both electromagnetic and thermal simulations.
Detailed discussions are also given in Section III. Based on the
results and discussions, a conclusion is given in Section IV.
II. METHODOLOGY AND MODELS
A. Simulation Methods
The simulation methods used in this study are described
in [17]. The FDTD scheme was applied to both Maxwell’s
equations and bio-heat equation to obtain the SAR distributions
and the temperature increase within our models [22]–[25].
SAR, used as a fundamental metric for RF heating, is defined
as [5]–[7]

(1)
In this expression, is the conductivity (in siemens per meter),
is the mass density (kg m ), and is the rms value of electric fields (volts per meter) within the biological subjects. The
strength of the electric field at any location within the biological
tissue can be directly obtained from the results of electromagnetic FDTD simulations [22], [23].
To evaluate the temperature increase within biological tissues, the finite-difference technique is applied to the bio-heat
equation [22]. With electric fields obtained from the previous
electromagnetic simulations, temperature distribution ( ) inside biological tissues can then be evaluated via
(2)
where is the specific heat capacity (J kg C), is the thermal
conductivity (W m C),
is the blood perfusion coefficient
is the metabolic heat production rate (W m ),
(W m C),
is the blood temperature. Including the blood perfusion
and
in the modeling generally will reduce the temperature variation due to energy deposition. This is a more accurate model
for our applications. At the external surfaces between the biological tissue and the surrounding air, the following convective
boundary condition is applied:
(3)
where
is the convection coefficient (W m C),
is the
ambient temperature, and is the normal direction to the surface. Using the convection coefficient as a boundary condition
has limited accuracy. Detailed discussion on using convection,
radiation, and evaporation are given in [25].

Fig. 1. Nine pregnant female models used in this investigation from [17]. The
upper row shows the models month-1 to month-4 using the same body model.
The lower row shows the models month-5 to month-9 using the scaled pregnant
female model. For all nine models, the uterus, placenta, and fetus were scaled
according to the different sizes for the different gestational age.

The simulation procedure starts with using the electromagnetic FDTD method to evaluate the electric and magnetic fields
within the pregnant female models due to the RF field of the
birdcage coil. Once the electric field distributions are obtained,
we can predict the temperature increase using (2) and (3). It
should be noted that a basal temperature distribution within the
biological tissue should be evaluated first. This is evaluated by
setting the value of the electric field equal to zero in (2). In the
is set at 37
following studies, the temperature of the blood
C, and the ambient temperature
is assumed to be 24 C. A
of 10.5 W m C is used in all simconvection coefficient
ulations [25].
B. Pregnant Female Models
The nine pregnant female models used in this study were
co-developed by the University of Houston, Houston, TX,
and the Food Drug Administration (FDA), Rockville, MD
[30]. Data that describe the shape of the body surface of a
pregnant woman in the 34th gestational week (body 1) were
obtained from FarField Technology Limited, Christchurch,
New Zealand. A second computer-aided design (CAD) model
of a nonpregnant female body surface (body 2), was obtained
from 21st Century Solutions Ltd., Gibraltar, U.K. Fetus,
bladder, uterus, placenta, and bones are based on MRI data of
a woman in the 35th gestational week. The MRI data has a
resolution of 5 mm and was provided by Stanford University,
Stanford, CA. We converted the data sets to stereolithography
(STL) format and combined them into one CAD model. For
the models month-1 to month-4 we used body 2, and for the
models month-5 to month-9 we used body 1. Assuming the
belly of a pregnant woman begins noticeable growing between
the third and fourth month, we scaled the belly from body 1 for
the pregnant female models month-5 to month-7. Body 2, used
for the models month-1 to month-4, and body 1, used for the
models month-8 and month-9, remained unchanged. Uterus,
placenta, and fetus were scaled according to the different sizes
for the different gestational age. These nine models are shown
in Fig. 1. The dielectric properties of each tissue, obtained
from the materials database at 64 and 128 MHz are tabulated
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TABLE I
DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF TISSUES

TABLE II
THERMAL PROPERTIES OF TISSUES

Fig. 2. Constructed birdcage coil used in this study from [17]. (a) Side view.
(b) Top view. (c) Three-dimensional view. (d) Coil with shielding.

in Table I [31]. Blood perfusion rates are 277 mL/kg/min for
the uterus and 1760 mL/kg/min for the placenta [26]–[28].
Based on an approximate proportional relation between blood
and
[25], we calculated the values
and
perfusion and
for the uterus and the placenta accordingly (see Table II).
The thermal properties for the fetus are a weighted average of
muscle and fat (55% muscle, 45% fat). The thermal properties
for the body are also a weighted average of muscle and fat (70%
muscle, 30% fat). We found that varying the placenta perfusion
rate from 1760 mL/kg/min to 200 mL/kg/min does not give
a significant difference (less than 0.2 C) in the temperature
variation for the fetus region.
C. Birdcage Coil Model
The MRI coil used in this study is the commonly used birdcage coil. The coil was designed using the birdcage builder software package developed by Pennsylvania State University, Hershey, PA [33]. Like most birdcage coils, this coil is composed of
two end-rings connected by 16 equally spaced rungs, as shown
in Fig. 2. The rungs and rings of the birdcage coil are constructed
using a perfect electric conductor (PEC). Each rung is split, and
a capacitor is placed inside the gap. The parasitic capacitance
between gaps must also be considered in the design since it also
affects the coil resonant frequency. To reduce RF interference,
the coil is surrounded by an RF shield, which is also modeled as
a PEC. This shield affects the coil tuning because eddy currents
induced in the shield affect the resonant frequency [34]. When
the female models are added to the structure, the coil needs to be
re-tuned in order to achieve the exact MRI resonant frequency.
The detailed dimensions for the coil are shown in Fig. 2.
For our coil design, we used the quadrature excitation. In
the quadrature excitation, two voltage sources are used to ex-

Fig. 3. Positioning of the pregnant female models within the MRI RF coil from
[17].

cite the 16-leg birdcage coil. These two sources need to be on
one end-ring, 90 spatially separated, with 90 out-of-phase in
the excitation waveform. Theoretically, having such an arrangement would quadruple the effective power of the coil. The resulting magnetic field is highly homogenous, leading to a larger
operating region [1].
The next step is to tune the capacitors to achieve either 64or 128-MHz coil resonance. To determine the correct capacitor values, we used Gaussian pulse excitation and recorded
time-domain signals at various locations within the coil. The capacitor value was altered until the highest response is detected
at 64 or 128 MHz. After this tuning, we can obtain the capacitor value for an empty coil without any model placed within it
(unloaded coil).
D. Simulation Setup and Final Tuning
Fig. 3 shows the positioning of the model in the coil. Each
model had to be placed within the coil consistently, while considering the changes in the size of the models. To simulate the
effect of a woman supine on a bed while being scanned, the back
of the model is always placed 22.7 cm away from the inner edge
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Fig. 4. Normalized maximum 10-g averaged SAR (64-MHz normal mode) as
a function of pregnant stage. From [17].
Fig. 5. Maximum temperature within different tissues as a function of pregnant
stage (64-MHz normal mode).

of the coil [17]. The navel of the model is always placed on the
– -plane, as shown in Fig. 3. This positioning ensured that the
models would be in the same location for each simulation.
Once the coil is loaded, the resonant frequency can shift due
to the coupling between the coil and models. The tuning procedure needs to be repeated in order to bring the resonant frequency back to 64 or 128 MHz. This procedure was repeated
for each of the nine pregnant female models because each model
had a different effect on the coil loading. The detuning of the coil
due to the pregnant woman for both frequencies was 1%–3%.
Several iterations were necessary before the correct capacitor
value was found.
After setting up the simulation for each month of the pregnant model and final capacitor tuning, the simulations were executed in series. Computation time for each month typically takes
around one day, depending on the exact mesh used in simulations. After the simulations were complete, a post processing
procedure was used to extract the distributions of temperature
increase and energy deposition.

Fig. 6. Normalized maximum 10-g averaged SAR (64-MHz first-level controlled mode) as a function of pregnant stage. From [17].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Here, the calculated maximum 10-g cubical averaged SAR
and the maximum temperature increase within various tissues
are given. These values are calculated for 64 and 128 MHz.
All values (SARs and temperature) are normalized to the IEC
60601-2-33 whole-body averaged SAR limit [4], which are 2
and 4 W/kg for normal mode and first-level controlled mode,
respectively. The local 10-g averaged SAR is 10 W/kg for both
modes. The core body temperature increase limits are 0.5 C for
the normal mode and 1 C for the first-level controlled mode.
The maximum local temperature limits are defined as 38 C for
the head and 39 C for the torso.
A. SAR and Local Temperature Increase for the 64-MHz
Birdcage Coil
For the 64-MHz normal mode, the 10-g averaged SARs for
each tissue at different stages of pregnancy shown in Fig. 4 are
below the limit of 10 W/kg for all tissues, except the body.

The maximum temperatures within the body and the amniotic
fluid (amn. fluid)) reaches 38 C starting at the fifth month of
pregnancy, as shown in Fig. 5. The maximum fetus heating, including the fetus brain, does not exceed 38 C. The figures only
show the maximum SAR and the local temperature increase.
Therefore, slight fluctuations on both were observed for the different months. Especially for the critical tissues, fetus, placenta,
uterus, and amniotic fluid, the maximum SAR and the temperature increase are, in general, higher in later pregnancy stages.
For the first level controlled mode, the maximum 10-g averaged SAR and the maximum temperature for each tissue at
different pregnant stages are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Due to
increased RF power, the maximum energy depositions within
the fetus exceed the 10-W/kg limit beyond the fourth month
of pregnancy. The maximum temperature for the body is above
the limit of 39 C starting with the sixth month. The maximum
fetus and amniotic fluid temperature exceeds 38 C after the fifth
month.
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Fig. 7. Maximum temperature within different tissues as a function of pregnant
stage (64-MHz first-level controlled mode).

Fig. 8. Normalized maximum 10-g averaged SAR as a function of pregnant
stage (128-MHz normal mode).

Fig. 9. Maximum temperature within different tissues as a function of pregnant
stage (128-MHz normal mode).

Fig. 10. Normalized maximum 10-g averaged SAR as a function of pregnant
stage (128-MHz first-level controlled mode).

B. SAR and Local Temperature Increase for the 128-MHz
Birdcage Coil
For normal mode operation at 128 MHz, the maximum 10-g
averaged SAR and the maximum temperature increase in each
tissue are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. We found that SAR for the
body tissue exceeds the limit for all months by approximately
60%, whereas for all other tissues, the 10-g averaged SAR is
well below the limit. The maximum temperatures for all tissues
are below 38 C. However, the same trend as for 64 MHz can
be observed: later stages of pregnancy are more susceptible to
fetus heating.
The maximum 10-g averaged SAR for each tissue under the
first-level controlled mode is shown in Fig. 10. Again, due to the
increased RF power, the energy deposition within body, bone,
uterus, and amniotic fluid exceed the limit at some stages of
pregnancy. However, the energy depositions within the fetus are
below the limit for all stages of pregnancy, but reach the limit
in the ninth month. The maximum temperature increase of each
tissue is shown in Fig. 11. Although a higher temperature increase within the fetus is observed for later stages of pregnancy,

Fig. 11. Maximum temperature within different tissues as a function of pregnant stage (128-MHz first-level controlled mode).

the maximum temperature within the fetus are all below the limit
of 38 C. Similar to the results for normal mode, the maximum
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for the first level controlled mode is almost twice as that of the
normal mode, but in both modes and for both frequencies, the
IEC limits for core temperature are not exceeded. We see that
the distributions of energy deposition and temperature increase
are quite different at the two frequencies. Our simulation results
seem to suggest higher maximum SAR and higher temperature
at 64 MHz. This can be explained by the reduced penetration
depth at 128 MHz.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

TABLE IV
CORE TEMPERATURE INCREASE WITHIN THE ENTIRE
PREGNANT FEMALE MODEL (UNIT IN DEGREES CELSIUS)

temperatures within body and liquid exceed the maximum temperature within the fetus.
From these results, we find that, for 64 MHz, the maximum
10-g averaged SARs within the fetus are below the IEC limit
under normal mode operation, whereas these values exceed the
limit during the first-level controlled-mode scans. As expected,
the maximum temperatures at the first-level controlled mode
within all tissues are also larger than those at normal mode operation. For 128 MHz, the maximum 10-g averaged SAR and
temperature increase inside the fetus models are below the limits
for both operating modes. A different SAR increase pattern was
observed for 64 and 128 MHz. This is mainly caused by the fact
the maximum value of SAR is related to both the MRI operating
frequency, as well as the conductivity of the pregnant models.
The core temperature increase for fetus is defined as the average temperature within the entire fetus region, while the core
temperature increase for the entire pregnant model is defined
as the average temperature increase within the entire female
model. Tables III and IV gives the fetus and pregnant woman
core temperature increase for both operating modes and for both
frequencies. As indicated in the tables, the core temperature increase within the fetus actually decreases as the pregnant stages
increase. This appears to be contradictory to the previous results. However, further analysis shows that due to the increase
of the fetus, the average temperature increase can indeed decrease. Overall, the average temperature within the entire pregnant female model is directly related to the total energy deposition with the body. As expected, the core temperature increase

We have found for both frequencies an increase in SAR and
temperature at later stages of pregnancy. The SAR within the
body exceeds the IEC limit for both frequencies and both operating modes with a maximum of 3.8 times higher than the
recommended limit of 10 W/kg. The 10-g averaged SAR for
the fetus is only exceeded for the first-level controlled mode at
64 MHz. The results suggest that the relation of the local SAR
to the whole body averaged SAR needs to be further evaluated
using anatomically correct models for all types of human beings
undergoing an MRI. The results also indicate that, for pregnant
women, instead of the whole body averaged SAR, the local 10-g
averaged SAR might be the limiting factor. Whole body heterogeneous models of pregnant women for different stages of
pregnancy would be needed to answer this question. Only for
the first-level controlled mode at 64 MHz does the local fetus
temperature exceeds 38 C, while it approaches the limit of
38 C also for the first-level controlled mode at 128 MHz for
later stages of pregnancy.
Based on the results of this study, radiologists can minimize
local fetus heating, especially late in pregnancy, by using normal
mode sequences, which minimize the whole-body SAR in the
mother.
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